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  Abstract 

The paper aims to describe the protagonist as ambitious to become the member of upper class in American 

society and financial gains by violating ethics for the purpose of power. He struggles and utilizes all 

sources to achieve his desired goals based on financial success. His involvement in different business 

activities, his movements from cities to cities and his emotional attachments are focused in Theodore 

Dreiser’s Trilogy of Desire (1972); The Financier (1912), The Titan (1914) and The Stoic (1947) are 

subtitled as Trilogy of Desire. The title is consciously selected as it not only deals with three novels but also 

represents the three main desires of Frank Cowperwood: desire for financial gains, own and appreciate 

great works of art, and enjoy the company of beautiful women. The perspectives that illuminate the 

research aim is to explore the effects of financialisation on the power, sex and class. The collected data is 

analysed through inventory technique by descriptive and interpretative approaches. This research provides 

contribution for future research to highlight the same characteristics in another literary piece. 
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Introduction 

 
The term ―financialisation‖ is rooted in finance and used by variety of critics and scholars in different 

disciplines such as economics, sociology, literature (Zwan, 2014). The term is not used in simple context of 

capital but it is something which change the minds and society (Zwan, 2014). Epstein (2005) explores the 

idea and define it as ―Financialization means the increasing role of financial motives, financial markets, 

financial actors and financial institutions in the operation of the domestic and international economies‖ (3). 

A literary piece is a branch of verbal art not only for a single nation but for all nations. It deals with human 

activities, experiences and life by using words as its medium. The same art covers fictional and non-

fictional in which the first is based on literature while the other is a written document based on historical 

events, social values, religious ethics and above all imaginative activities. According to Sumardjo (1984), 

―fiction is an imaginative story, which is not based on fact, and it is told. It includes poetry, prose, and 

drama. On the other hand, nonfiction is a kind of composition written by a writer based on fact. It includes 

essays, criticism, biographies, daily notes, and histories‖ (53). Financialisation is a philosophy which shows 

the dominance of finance to achieve the desired objectives; sexual satisfaction, power and social status. 

(Epstein 2005; Martin 2002), 
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Trilogy of Desire (1972) is the story of ambitious protagonist, Frank Cowperwood. Ambition is the desire 

for personal achievement. Ambitious persons seek to be the best at what they choose to do for attainment of 

power and superiority. Based on the notion of power, desire to become the member of upper class and 

emotional attachments, the scholar intends to analyse Trilogy of Desire (1972) consist of three novels; The 

Financier (1912) The Titan (1914) and The Stoic (1947). In these novels Theodore Dreiser portrayed the 

power of finance through Frank Cowperwood, the protagonist in trilogy.  

 

Different researchers and critics explore the various elements and characteristics in the works of Theodore 

Dreiser. Trilogy of Desire (1972) receives little attention from the scholars and critics. Doughlas Stenerson 

(1990) highlights the autobiographical elements in the works of Theodore Dreiser. So many events of his 

personal life has been disclosed and connect it with his literary pieces. The personal life of the novelist is 

full of dramatic events which has been presented in a very effective manner through literary pieces. Most of 

his characters have an unquenchable thirst for money, power and upper class for which he/she involves in 

such activities by violating social and religious rules to construct self-identity. Jerome Loving (2005) has 

the ability to draw the various pictures of his life, always one eye on his great books. The author identifies 

two different types of identities. The one is called ―Created Identity‖ and the other is called ―Received 

Identity‖. The created identity deals with the family status and individual position which is inherently 

without any choice while the received identity which deals with the status and position achieved in life 

through hard work and struggle. The characters of Theodore Dreiser have both created and received 

identities. Sometimes the novelist ignores the created identity and highlights the received identity.  

 

Austin Graham (2013) and Roberta Pattison (1976) explores the various dimensions of female characters in 

Trilogy of Desire. The female characters are not central but supporting while the role played by these 

characters is very much important for the purpose of knowing the life history of the novelist and his family. 

His male characters are not common man but perform like a superman but failure is due to the tragic end. 

Every key character of his creation is succeeded in his/her objectives but there is a traumatic position at the 

end which shows that the real purpose of life is something else while the characters involve in opposite 

activities. The elements of naturalism are explored by Sanja Runtic (2004) and Carolyn Blakely (1984). 

The individual tries to satisfy oneself but this satisfaction should only be inner.  The young American 

people obsess with ideals and visions which are full of fear because these are unattainable. He identifies 

three stages of Naturalism in the novels of Theodore Dreiser.  There is a slow emergence of Naturalism in 

the early novel of the novelist.  The novels exemplify different moods of life through which the forces of 

nature are accepted. Theodore Dreiser’s Naturalism is a change from identification and bewilderment to the 

power of a superman who fight with the ills of American society.  

 

A pessimistic approach has been highlighted by Habib Baaj (1989). The life history and its presentation in 

literary pieces, the age, characterization, fate and desire along with narrative techniques are comparatively 

analysed by the researcher in a very impressive manner. The human nature and desire for wealth is also 

highlighted in this thesis with special reference to Thomas Hardy and Theodore Dreiser’s characterization. 

They are ―run on parallel tracks‖ (6) regarding themes, using figurative language, characterization and the 

plots of their literary pieces. They represent the society in real sense which is beyond the fictional 

requirements.  Chuan Hung (2014) claimed the use of bad grammar and stylistic flaws in Trilogy of Desire. 

He criticizes Theodore Dreiser due to his awkward style and bad grammar but also claims that despite the 

stylistic flaws, Dreiser is considered as a famous naturalistic novelist in the American Literature.  

 

Then there are those who begin to qualify Dreiser’s naturalism; Burton Rascoe (1925) who calls Dreiser a 

―romantic naturalist,‖ (7), Malcolm Cowley (1947) who terms him an ―unpremeditated naturalist.‖ (24). 

Next, we have those who see in Dreiser a trend away from naturalism toward anything from mysticism to 

atheism. 

 

The current research article focused to answer the questions such as how finance control the activities of 

character? what are the effects of finance on power, sex and relationship? what social and religious values 

are violated to fulfil his ambitions? and what are the results of these effects?  
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This study tries to uncover ambition for power for which the scholar collects data from the original texts as 

primary data, supported materials from the available literature as secondary data. Data collection technique 

(Fajrin, 2008) is used as inventory technique by following the steps below. 

 

1) Identify the ambition of power in Theodore Dreiser’s Trilogy of Desire (1972) 

2) Identify the ambition to become the member of upper class in Theodore Dreiser’s Trilogy of 

Desire (1972) 

3) Identify the ambition of emotional satisfaction in Theodore Dreiser’s Trilogy of Desire (1972) 

4) Identify the rules, values and ethics which are violated to achieve financial goals in Theodore 

Dreiser’s Trilogy of Desire (1972) 

 

The collected data is analysed by using developed technique for effective results (Sanapiah, 1990), by 

following the steps; (1) Collection data (2) organizing data, (3) categorizing data (4) Analysis of the 

collected data (5) result oriented discussion to write the conclusion as writing report. 

 

Theoretical Approach 
 

Damono (1979:23) highlighted the two sides of social aspects of literature. To begin with, this approach 

depends on the suspicion that scholarly is a reflection of social-efficient cycle. This methodology moves 

from factors past scholarly to talk about abstract piece, writing is just significant corresponding to factors 

outside of artistic piece itself. Plainly in this way to deal with abstract writings are not viewed as major; it's 

just the epiphenomenon. Second, the way to deal with abstract writings as survey material. The strategy 

utilized in the humanism of artistic is text investigation to decide its structure, and used to comprehend the 

more profound social wonders. Between the two methodologies, the last methodology is more reliable with 

the targets of this composition. This approach to literature is to identify the various social aspects such as 

the social thoughts in the literary text, the function of literary text, the social ideas in literary text and the 

different social characteristics in literary text. (Apituley,1991:6). 

 

Methodology 
 

Trilogy of Desire (1972) is full of the various characteristics of ambition related to power, social class and 

emotional attachments. The study is focused on Frank Cowperwood and other append characters in the 

story. The investigation is restricted to the portrayal as primary component of books for profound 

arrangement. (1) Primary information is an information which is straightforwardly gathered by the author 

from its first source, the first content of Theodore Dreiser's Trilogy of Desire (1972). (2) optional 

information is some extra information, which are needed to help the object of composing. In addition, this 

composing remembers graphic interpretative talk examination for Frank Cowperwood by investigating his 

exercises as deciphering the information. Method of information gathering is finished by utilizing created 

procedure of gathers information by Fajrin (2008), to be specific stock strategy. Stock strategy, is finished 

by discovering and gathering information as per in dissecting Characterization, (1) Identifying the portrayal 

in books and (2) Identifying the different aspirations of character which is uncovered through exercises. 

 

Discussion  
 

This research article covers the ambitious Frank Cowperwood, protagonist in Trilogy of Desire (1972) 

based on the story of ambition. It investigates the dream of financialising sex, power and class. Frank 

Cowperwood is described as ―financier by instinct‖ (45) as banking is the profession of his father. Its seems 

natural that Frank Cowperwood must have financial aspiration. Theodore Dreiser depicts a society where 

the material success and survival is totally depending on money, power and emotional satisfaction. For 

Frank Cowperwood, ―all the knowledge that pertained to that great art was as natural as the emotions and 

subtleties of life are to a poet‖ (81). 
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Theodore Dreiser’s financier is an ambitious man whose desire for money goes beyond the material objects 

but for him, finance is an art which is a source of satisfaction from the very early stage of his life. ―he was 

only twenty-eight--nearing twenty-nine. Imagine yourself by nature versed in the arts of finance, capable of 

playing with sums of money in the forms of stocks, certificates, bonds, and cash, as the ordinary man plays 

with checkers or chess‖ (112). Theodore Dreiser does not highlight the negative side of material world but 

claim that human society is an unequal challenge between the financially powerful and powerless; the 

financially strong win the battle and the weakest are smashed in American society as described ―Strength 

would win and weakness lose‖ (241). The same is best highlighted through lobster-squid passage in Trilogy 

of Desire (1972) in which Frank Cowperwood watches the lobster devour the squid. 

 

Trilogy of Desire (1972) consist on The Financier (1912), The Titan (1914) and The Stoic (1947) deals with 

power, sex and class through financial success. Not only the protagonist but Berenice Fleming also desire 

for financial success by violating norms and ethics. Frank Cowperwood gets financial success but ―the 

financial and social world was not prepared to accept him‖ (404) due to his corrupt nature. Although, he 

arranges a party and send invitation to members of the upper class, financial strong people, and powerful 

individuals for the purpose to show his financial status, class, power and luxurious life style. ―He decided to 

invite Cole to dinner at his Fifth Avenue home, with Aileen as hostess. Thus he would begin the placation 

of Aileen and at the same time give Cole the impression that he was a contented husband, for Cole led a 

more or less conventional life‖ (610). Variety of food items and drinks were served and thousands of 

dollars were spent but in vain. Aileen Butler, the life partner of Frank Cowperwood, is incapable to perform 

the conduct of upper class although ―She, with her youth, beauty, mental awareness, and certainty as to her 

own personal value, could contrive and maintain the natural social background for his force and wealth‖ 

(613). 

 

Frank Cowperwood is not treated well in a party due to his settled financial nature. In a degraded position, 

he satisfies himself that ―he had the love of a woman who could truly support him in his quest for power, 

fame, prestige‖ (634). He has his own approach towards power, class and sex based only on finance. ―I 

(Cowperwood) try to follow the line of self-interest, because, as I see it, there is no other guide‖ (645). He 

struggles a lot to achieve financial success. He married a widow, older than him, for the power and social 

status.  

 

Trilogy of Desire (1972) deals with social treachery, social imbalances, and personal desires. The historical 

setting of The Titan (1914) clearly communicates the thought that there is a big difference between wealthy 

by birth and wealthy by struggle. In simple words, a very big difference between received identity and 

achieved identity.a distinction between wealthy by birth and accomplished abundance or in other words 

received identity and achieved identity.  

 

The characters in Trilogy of Desire (1972) have financialised all activities. Morality can be found but only 

in abstract shape without any practical approach as ―corruption is not incidental to the system; it is the 

system‖ (123). Furthermore, the various characteristics of American society is highlighted that ―The right 

thing is the commercially and, especially, financially most expedient thing. No other criterion is allowed to 

intrude. Slavery is evil, war is destructive, democratic government is a sham, but evil, destruction and 

duplicity are actually necessary for progress of the world and the people live in‖ (245). Frank Cowperwood 

involves in commercial activities in a very early stage. He calculates, he does not ―live, love, or care other 

than for awaiting the chance to calculate‖ (250). 

 

The setting and narration of Trilogy of Desire (1972) are also financialised. The start of The Financier 

(1912) is based on figures, calculation and financial acceleration. ―The Philadelphia into which Frank 

Algernon Cowperwood was born was a city of two hundred and fifty thousand and more. It was set with 

handsome parks, notable buildings, and crowded with historic memories‖ (1). In such environment, the 

protagonist set his financial mentality as self-oriented with convention as ―I satisfy myself‖ (218) and 

―loyalty, of course, is defined as expediency in Frank's world‖ (230). 
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Theodore Dreiser’s novels show the dominancy of financial power for the purpose of social status and 

emotional satisfaction. The character development of Frank Cowperwood is in circle which is fixed with 

finance as ―finance was his master‖ (216) and ―I have had my status‖ (316) along with ―our laws are 

different from yours‖ (821). Frank Cowperwood practices are, in truth, the responses of his various 

business exercises centred on individual benefits which covered the trilogy as a whole.  

 

The end of Trilogy of Desire (1972) seems to predict Cowperwood's future defeat in coming about volumes 

as where the substance "balances" the ascent of character that has wound up too truly ready to stay 

unchecked by different forces. This can be one methodology of squaring the agent's victory at the finish of 

the books. Inside The Titan (1914), he doesn't meet indisputable defeat however an advancing course of 

action of triumphs and disillusionments.  

 

Theodore Dreiser refers to Frank Cowperwood many times as ―a genius of finance‖ which exist outside of 

the social and ethical relationship. He considers the social and ethical rules as ―It was a thrilling sentiment, 

no doubt, great, but unprofitable‖ (503). He has ―almost unbelievable power of simulation,‖ that can 

―change as the clouds of the sky‖ (505). He fails to understand the social and religious laws as ―wasteful, 

pathetic, unfortunate‖ (602). His philosophy of life is unique and based on finance. He considered ―Life 

was war—particularly financial life‖ (345). Frank Cowperwood’s life is beautiful as ―Finance is an art,‖ 

and the artist need not to suffer as it is ―a happy mean . . . whereby he could, intellectually and emotionally, 

rejoice in the beauty of life without interfering with his perpetual material and financial calculations‖ (133). 

 

Trilogy of Desire (1972) deals with social mobility and class structure. Frank Cowperwood observes the 

event of lobster and squid which represent that strong live off the weak. The protagonist watches a lobster 

slowly devouring a squid in a fish market window, Frank Cowperwood realizes ―men live off other men‖ 

and ―a man, a real man, must never be an agent, a tool or a gambler, acting for himself or for other‖ (310). 

Furthermore, power is mentioned as ―force was the answer – great mental and physical force. Why, those 

giants of commerce and money could do as they please in life, and did‖ (121). His attitude is totally 

different from the other people as for as the money is concerned. ―Few people have the sense of financial 

individuality strongly developed. They do not know what it is to be a controller of wealth,‖ (182). 

Furthermore, it is a source of power and control which is mentioned as ―They want money, but not for 

money’s sake. They want it for what it will bring in the way of simple comforts, whereas the financier 

wants it for what it will control – for what it will represent in the way of dignity, force, power‖ (182). 

 

Frank Cowperwood’s emotional attachment with Aileen Butler is also a pursuit of money. She is the 

daughter of Edward Butler who has built a fortune by paving streets, hauling trash and cultivation cronies. 

Frank Cowperwood centred all his energies to control the finance. ―force was the answer – great mental and 

physical force. Why, those giants of commerce and money could do as they please in life, and did‖ (82, 

121). The philosophy of Frank Cowperwood based on sexual propriety derives its power as ―Life was war – 

particularly financial life, and strategy was its keynote, its duty, its necessity. Why should he bother about 

petty, picayune minds which could not understand?‖ (306). In Theodore Dreiser’s view of life is to create a 

society that systematize the pursuit of happiness based on utilitarian approach. He commercialized his 

desires; emotional satisfaction, social class and power. He presents a picture of the world where the 

material objects are ruling, above all, in the world, the goods for sale and mode of sale which dictates 

desires. In a world where the material objects are powerful enough to triumphed over the ideas, ideals and 

spirit. Frank Cowperwood is a great dreamer and he caged himself in a world of finance through which he 

financialise power, sex and class. 

 

Before ending the analysis of novels, let me explain the ubiquitous of power, sex and class as approached 

by ambitious Frank Cowperwood, the power-hungry financier, as he wants money ―for money’s sake‖ not 

―for what it will buy,‖ (170). ―We think we are individual, separate, above houses and material objects 

generally; but there is a subtle connection which makes them reflect us quite as much as we reflect them‖ 

(97). Theodore Dreiser highlighted the same through the image of spider and web. 
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Conclusion  
 

Theodore Dreiser draws a clear picture of American society through Trilogy of Desire. He enables to 

understand humanity in terms of finance. The characters financialized all activities including relationships. 

Having analysed ambition for power, social class and emotional attachments of the protagonist in Theodore 

Dreiser’s Trilogy of Desire (1972). The result of the analysis is to create an effective image in the minds of 

readers. First, an individual who has an extraordinary aspiration to satisfy however utilizing detestable 

intends to arrive at it will crush their own life finally. This ends up Frank Cowperwood. He has an 

extraordinary aspiration to be monetarily amazing, in any case, he doesn't locate the most ideal route in 

satisfying his desire aside from doing a shrewd way, by using the city reserves wrongfully. Due to his 

abhorrent path in satisfying his aspiration, he confronted debased phases of his character and in every case 

live in dread and languishing. Second, the force doesn't come without any problem. It should be 

accomplished with all endeavours. From this end, we can realize that Frank Cowperwood needs to pick up 

the power while disregard the social, strict and moral of American culture. Third, an individual who has 

done fiendish courses in satisfying their desire can't disguise them everlastingly and he/she will get into an 

extraordinary enduring as the outcome. Frank Cowperwood has done malicious courses in satisfying his 

aspirations and he can't hide his abhorrent deeds anymore and meet his distanced demise as finally. The 

monetary battle invites us to think about the hero's endeavours, and its triumph and disillusionments. 

Dreiser doesn't use the expressions "change" or "amendment" these terms have been able to be unclear from 

the code words. He offers the smallest roundabout, most demanding possible portrayal of quite a 

comprehension of scholarly conduct. Financialization of power, sex and class in the novels are an 

expansive projection of cause and effect is a literary expression of and a response to business activity. 
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